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Abstract. This research presents a framework that supports usability
experts in determining which method to use when evaluating Mobile
Mixed Reality Games (MMRGs). These are games that combine the real
and virtual world by means of e.g. a smartphone and require the player to
change their geographical location. As some different styles of MMRGs
exist, e.g. running versus cunning or multiplayer versus single player,
not every method is suitable for each style. The results of the methods
are benchmarked against a heuristic evaluation and it is shown that
using Instant Data Analysis (IDA), Diary, interaction logs combined with
audio diary and retrospective think aloud combined with IDA perform
statistically comparable, but that the latter is not favorable based on
qualitative merits.
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Introduction

A game that mixes the real and virtual world to some degree is called a Mixed
Reality Game [7]. If this is done using a mobile device such a game is called a
Mobile Mixed Reality Game (MMRG). If the player has to change their location,
the game is considered a truly mobile MMRG [13]. Mixed reality is interpreted
rather freely, so that it does not only include Augmented Reality by means of
a magic lens [1] but also by means of a map. Such games are also known as
location based games.
As MMRGs are migrating from research projects [6, 12] to consumer products, they are also migrating from specialized hardware to common hardware
like smartphones, i.e. phones with advanced sensors. As the input and output
capabilities on these devices is limited compared to a static desktop computer, a
high degree of usability is of even greater importance. In current literature little
is known about how to measure usability of MMRGs. For both games in general
[2, 9, 10] and MMRGs [4] heuristic evaluation is a tried and tested method. In [4]
a definition for the usability of MMRGs is given, which will also be used here:
“usability for MMRGs is the degree to which a player is able to learn, control,
understand and safely play a game in the environment it was designed for.”
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Method

After studying both the Android Marketplace [4] for games and literature on
usability evaluation methods [4], it was surmised that different styles of games
exist and postulated that each had usability evaluation methods that were better
suited to their needs. Four methods were identified that merited testing for
certain styles of games which are described using questions. Their relation is
visualized in figure 1. As the focus of this study are MMRGs in a context sensitive
manner, the evaluation of mock ups (question 1) is not further investigated.
Question 2: game length If a game is played over a longer period of time,
the interface is most likely also complicated. In such a case it is advantageous if
the player can also actually play it over a longer period of time. Therefore, using
a diary is suggested. [11]
Question 3: amount of players If more players are needed to play the game
than there are experts available to observe them, direct observation becomes
impossible. In this case it is suggested to use interaction logs (IL) and a spoken
diary. The latter means that the participants vocalize their likes and dislikes,
but not every single thought like in a think aloud (TA) [3] session.
Question 4: session length When enough experts are available to observe
players, but a play session takes a long time, e.g. over an hour, one may want
to consider not having the experts present all the time as this is expensive. In
order to make evaluating such a session easier, it is suggested to use IL and a
spoken diary again.
Question 5: physical activity If you have enough experts and the game
doesn’t last too long, e.g. less than an hour, the last thing to take into account is
the amount of physical activity required to play the game. If one needs to run a
lot, performing a concurrent TA becomes very difficult both for the participant
as for the expert. It was therefore suggested to use retrospective TA and IDA
[5] when a lot physical activity is involved and just IDA when it isn’t.
To validate the suggested methods they are applied to relevant games which
are also evaluated using heuristics for MMRGs [4]. For each list all issues will be
rated on severity using he five-point scale introduced in [8]. The median severity
ratings were compared between methods, within games using a Mann-Whitney
test and the amount of issues were compared within games, between methods
using a χ2 -test.
For the diary study Parallel Kingdom (http://www.parallelkingdom.com/)
was used, for the slow paced game Tidy City [14] was chosen and for the other options Portal Hunt (http://www.totem-games.org/?q=portalhunt) was selected.
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Results

In table 1 the amount of issues that have been identified using each method is
shown per game, method and severity rating. For IDA (M dn = 1) the median
severity was significantly different from the heuristic evaluation (M dn = 2, U =

Severity Heuristics Diary Severity Heuristics RTA/IDA IL/AD Severity Heuristics IDA
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0 10
1
6
7
1
0
5
3
1
4 17
2
11
15
2
19
13
11
2
17 12
3
17
16
3
18
11
32
3
9
4
4
2
3
4
13
9
10
4
1
0
Total:
36
41
Total:
50
39
56
Total:
31 43
Median:
3
2 Median:
3
3
3 Median:
2
1
(a) Parallel Kingdom

(b) Portal Hunt

(c) Tidy City

Table 1: Issues per severity rating, per game, per method

Start

Q3

Use HEA,
TA, IDA

Q1

Mockup

What are you
evaluating?

Working protoype(/finished product)
Use Diary or
HEA

No

Q4

Q2

< number of evaluators

How long does one
session last?

Is 1 session equal to the
whole game?

>1 hour

Use IL+spoken
diary or HEA

<1 hour
No

Use IDA or HEA

> number of evaluators

Amount of players
needed for 1 game

Yes

Q5
Does the game involve a lot of
physical activity?

Yes

Fig. 1: ARGUEMENT – Augmented Reality Usability Evaluation Method ElectioN Tool

286.00, z = −4.372, p < .01), but not for the other methods. The amount of
issues did not differ significantly in any case.
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Discussion

Notwithstanding the lack of significant differences, the extra effort that’s required
for RTA combined with IDA makes a strong case for replacing this method by
interaction logs combined with audio diary as that methods resulted in more
issues being identified with similar effort. The final version of the framework is
visualized in figure 1.
Some limitations should be taken into account when reading this. E.g. the
limited amount of participants, the use of the same usability expert in multiple
evaluations and the fact that the results presented here are all based on a single
observation. This means that further validation is required to make sure the
results presented here are completely reliable.
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